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REPORT ON EXCAVATION OF WHAKAMOENGA CAVE.
LAKE TAUPO
By T. Hosking
The excavation described here took nlace rrom December
1961 to JanuarY 1962. The excavators were Miss Anne Leahy,
Miss S:vlvia Reece, "Ski~ '' Evens and myself.
The Site
The site or this excavation is a large cave a few chains
from the lake edge at Whekamoenga Point on the north-eastern
shore of Lake Teuno.(N~~S.1:25,000 N94/7 483317). The Point
is the southern-moat of the land-mess that fozms the western
shore or Tepuaharuru Bev on ~hich the town of Tauuo is situated. The site ts 1200 feet above sea level. The cave has
a ht~h arched opentnir to the s. E. end e smaller ouening to
the s. W. The front or s. "!'.:. O-:)ening is some 15 feet high ena
30 feet across to where e rock column se-oerates e further
smell entrance to the western chamber of the cave. The
ground in front of the entr~nce is level for about a chain
end rises up some 6 feet to the entrance, when tt then slones
do"l'l'n gently into e hollow in the centre before rising e ~ein
to the rear. To the left of the entrance are two rocks that
eprycar to rest on the surface. Behind them and occuuying mos t
of the western chamber ere further rocks of considerable size
taking un most of the floor snece. In the maln gallery one
large rock (14) nrojects above the floor and tons of others
ere just visible tn the surface dust. To the north-east there
is a further low chamber some 5 feet by 18 feet that runs
beck into the rock for e further 30 feet.
Preneretions
The cave floor for the most ?art 1e covered by an inch
of floury black dust containing evidence of recent occunatton
by fishennen. It was in feet e fisherman who drew my at tention to the cave and with the advent of a motoreble road
built by the owner, I wee able to investigate the reoort. A
teat nit 18 inches scuere was nut down in the centre of the
floor to establish evidence of habitation. In the ~ feet I
wee able to excavate, there were no less t han seven major
layers with es many more sub-levers. varying in thickness
from several inches down to mere discolorations.

There followed a neriod of research with Maori Elders,
local -peo-ole and the Department of Lands and Survey to establi ah the present and past owners.
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Several weekends prior to Chriatma~ were spent in making
a plan&- table survey ot the site using somewhat primi tiTe
instruments. However, various problems were met and ovel'come and an accurs. te plan was drawn. The next major undel'taking was the dumping on the site ot a shed in sections,
a suction-tan device tor removing the sorted spoil (now
commonly reterred to as the Internal Machine), lengths ot
pi-ping for it, planks, tools and all the hundred and one
things necessacy for a comfortable dig - in all a load tor a
three-ton lorry. A 12v. generator loaned by Mr. McKeer ot
Taupo, set up in the Landrover on the clitt-top supplied
power to two car headlamps !'ixed to iron rods that enabled
them to be stuck in the ground to supply light when required.
It was found necessary at the rear of the cave to supplement
them with "Coleman" petrol lamps. At future cave digs it
~ould be an advantage to have a 230v. generator for a good
lighting system, as it is extremely difficult to follow layers properly 'lfi th a lamp casting shado1"1s, pa.r ticularly in a
cramped area.
With the setting out of the grid it was found that by
putting the pegs in with a "Cowley" level it enabled subsequent measurements to be taken of objects in a square without setting up a line to do so. Two pegs, one in tront and
the other to the rear, were set level and the others in the
hollow of the floor set 12 inches below this point, or at
any convenient distance. The pegs then bore the square number and the distance of its top below datum, e.g. l}-12". To
fix an object the system used is similar to that for a map
reference, i.e. the distance in inches up from the bottom
line nearest the entrance, and the distance in inches in
from the left-hand line, then the distance below datum taken
from any convenient peg vii th a straight-edge and level. In
siting the grid the main thing stressed was to leave a baulk
at the wall to enable the bedding or the stratigraphy to be
examined by means of sections after the square was completed.
This wes done by setting cut a six foot square on the left
of the centre line and a half square on the right, leaving
in all cases a three foot bau1k between squares; moet necessary in cramped conditions and when working in sof't material
or unknown depth.
For recording bau1ks a set-up was used that may be ot
value to other members. It consisted of a light straightedge with a white-faced tape fixed to its upper edge 18
inches from the lef't-hand end, two i inch rods with clamping
devices and a movable ta9e that hung down trom the straightedge. The method is to set the two rods firmly so that the
straighV-edge is held with its top at datum and the end or
the tape over the let't-hand baulk. A lal'er can then be toll-
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owe<l at say, 6 or la inch interYala, w1 th the second ta-pe
hung t'rcm the straight-edge, giving 1 ts vertical "9QB1 tion.
'The Excavation
Squares 15 end 16
Excavation was begun on the 2nd or January w1. th the O'pening up or Sq.15 and h~ or Sq.16 at the rear or the main
chamber. Sq.15 contained little cu1tural material; in the
main only rem and stones. 'The layers were thin as exoected
and ran out on to the yellow rubble that covered beach. sand
over most ot the area excavated. Evidence or burial was
tound in a single scapula and a patch or kokowai granules ,
staining a hollow in :Layer 2 and mixed with rem, sticks and
leaves. Sq.16 proved • little more interesting with the
appearance of hangi making near the wall, which ~ad disturbed
all the layers in this area with the exception or those near
the centre bau1k.
Squares 25 and 26
Sq.25 and Sq.26 adjoining Sq.15 and Sq.16 toward the entrance, revealed a thickening or the tern material in Sq.25
and ar, increase in the number or layers 1n both. In Sq. ~6
the number and size or hangi increased and at the central
baulk a large posthole, some 6 inches in diameter, with an
ac co~an.ying 3 inch veg, wa s recorded cutting from Layer 2
l evel. It was also noted that there had been considerabl e
activity in the driving ot s takes into the floor or Sq.25,
some sixty being recorded, ranging from 1 to 3 inches in
diameter. In the lower levels or S q. 26 a hengi had been
built over end sealed an early posthole some 6 inches in diameter.

Square 35

..

Prom Layer 2, composed mainly or black earth and rem,
came three musket balls. Layer 3 was mainly ash material;
· Layer 4 was interesting with signs or kokowei a~ its surface
end from within the layer c ame obsidian, stone, shell and a
rew small bird bones. Layer E was a fill layer between a
patch or hard 'llater1a1 and $l rock taking U"? most or one baulk.
This con tained shell, ~ood-a sh, obsidian and charcoal. This
square was completed to the level or the beach sand and the
t1t0 dark Hoa-period layers , best seen in Sq.36 and Sq.46,
were noted. ?rom the upper one came a bone needle wt th the
eye brok en out and with evidence ~ an attempt to dr111 a
second one.
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Bguare 3§
It was round that the hengi activity extended about halt'
way out into this square rrom ~he wall line. and an interesting series or hengi pi ts was revealed. One in particular
rrom Layer 2 is worthy or mention. The pan or hollow was
only hall the depth or the usual hangt and 24 inches in diameter, while in its centre was a pit some 5 inches deep and
10 inches in diameter. Arter use the hang! had been deli berately sealed over with a layer or clean yellow pumice.
The layers in Sq. 36 were highly complex and most of them
appeared to be discontinuous. Layer 6 however was revealed
as a fairly extensive one with tour hang! cut from its surface,
three or which were deliberately sealed over with a patch or
clean yellow pumice obtained by crushing the weathered rock
ot the cave. Thia material, known as Haparang1 Rhyolite
Breccia and Tutt, ia fairly solid in the mass but when exposed or struck can be crumbled into a coarse sandy material
with small pumice lumpa.
Below the hard yellow material or Layer 6 the alternating
layers or black and grey materiel began to lap up on to the
shelving yellow rubble material or the natural floor. The
upper layers were in advance or the lower ones, es is consistent with a build-up or layers from the lowest point of a
hollow. The layer below 6 was or a grey colour and had in itself a series or thin bandings. Thie multiple layer was thinnest et the rear or the cave and thickened towards the rront,
when its top surface ran up to the level or a rock in Sq.46
in front. The bottom surface remained fairly level on the
top or Layer 8 which proved to be the most interesting yet
encountered.
With the removal or Layer 8 it was round that t!le layer
below eloped markedly towards the front or the cave and at
the rear or the square stopped against a rise in the undel'lying yellow material. In the black ''floor" level that formed the top or this series was round a piece of obsidian struck
from a core, a piece or bird bone and several lcalcahi shells.
Lining the hfillg1 pit was a mat or leaves in a perfect state
ot prese.rvation. On the surface of this layer, and near the
hangi, were recovered a large fragment of moa bone, two flakes
or red obsidian, bones or a small bird, rat bones~ fish bones,
marine shells, kakahi shells end a portion or a tuatara iawbone. The removal or the 6 inch layer revealed the site s
earliest cultural layer, resting on the yellow rubble material
that formed the pr~occupetion surface or the site. This
layer proved the most exciting of the series and showed the
antiquity or the occupation in broken and burned moa bone,
obsidian flakes. charcoal, ema11 bird bone, rat bones and

~
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t'ish bones, penetrating the sott yellow rubble ley-er readily .
As can well be imagined, the excitement at this stage
was intense and a special trip to town sent the then-suspected moa bone to Dr. John Yaldwyn for positive identification.
Square 45
Kakahi shell was recovered from the first layer ot Sq. 45 .
In tayer 2, on ton of the rise at the entran~e, was found a
fractured quartz stone and a piece of flaked greywacke. In
this leyer also ~ere kakahi shells, a piece of early bottle
glass and a possible dog tooth. An interesting find in I.eyer
3 was a portion of a musket butt plate, making this layer or
post-European origin. This square was not coarplete at the
time of writing this report.
Square 46
Sq.46 (near the entrance) was begun with the machinesieving of Layer l. A large patch of yellow grit from Rock
14 occupied most of the lower half of the square. covering an
extensive black layer, which had a large quartzy stone on its
surfece. This stone is alien to the volcanic Taupo area. With
the removal of Layer 2 there were revealed the tops or several
rocks, fallen at different timea since the cave was first occupied.
Layer 3 was also black but a little lighter in colour,
and had no cultural evidence other than charcoal. Its removal revealed the tops of further rocks, two or which had
square pits cut into their tops. The space between these
roc~s was ~illed with a.~ unstratified gritty grey layer resting on a black surface. Rocks numbered 20, . 21 and 22 rested
on this black surface.
The first discovery of note after the removal or Rock 21
was the butt end of a triangular sectioned adze rough-out
that had been broken during manufacture. The blade end was
recovered from the same l aye r on the other side of the square
under Rock 22. As the two pieces do not fit it seems likely
that a third piece forming the middle section has yet to be
found. This clack cultural layer lapped around Rock 23 which
rested on an even ea rlier layer, ~1 th Rock 24 leaning on lt.
In scraping s~ay the upper black layer a further rook wee revealed and numbered 25. In the lower black layer, direotly
beneath Rock 23, ~e re a core of red obsidian and the tin of
a single-barbed bird spear. Due to the way they had railen,
Rocks 23 and 24 had :rormed a sealed cart t:r preserving a section Of the floor 88 fresh-looking SP the day it 1188 buried,
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as well as dried leaves, the vertebra ot a moa and a turther
spear point with a single row ot barbs~
Rock 25, which appeared to be resting on pumice stones
on top ot the layer was removed, end under it were a moa
pelvis and temur ball. Here again the old tloor surface was
in a perfect state with the dried leaves and charcoal veey
fresh-looking. Excavation ot this layer brought to light
further obsidian tlakes, a second vertebra, large kakah1
shells and a marine mussel shell. It seems certain that this
layer was a tloor built up t'rom the yellow rubble on which it
lay, tor on i ta top we tound turther moa bone associated w1 th
ovoid-shaped pumice art~acts. A thin piece or ordinaey pumice has a suggestion ot a human face carved in primitive
form. · A further exciting tind was that of a small adze fashioned trom pumice, which could have been a child's toy or
perhaps a model to demonstrate the method of making an adze.
It has a rectangular cross-section at the bevel-blade angle,
where' it has its greatest thickness. In plan its greatest
width is at the cutting edge and it tapers evenly to a
square-sectioned butt. The front or the adze is flat transversely with a slight even curve long1 tudinally from the
cutting edge to near the butt, where the curve increases/
markedly to the poll. The back is also flat transversely
with a slight hollowing longitudinally. All corners are sharp
and square and the blade has been broken on one corner by
striking against a surface, ba~k down.
On the opposite side ot the square a further piece of
moa pelvis near a group ot small bird sterns and beaks was
fQund as well as a lower mandible of what appears to be ·a
kakapo, and the bones ot a small bird, some charred and some
reduced to charcoal entirely. Square 46 was completed by
putting the top two inches or the beach sand material that
underlies the yellow rubble through the sieve. In the main
it is sterile but in a pocket ot yellow was a piece ot ol:>aidian and a chip or moa bone.

Sguare 36 - 46 ~sulk
In the centre~ the baulk between Sq.36 and Sq. 46 was
a large rook (26) resting on bed.r ock and having 1 ts sides
undercut by wave and shingle action. From the layer · above
the sealing or the mos level came a conical pumice ar.t etact
some 6 inches x 5 inches with a large conical hole cut up
trom 1 ts base to meet a smaller one cut do-wn from 1 ts top.
A pertoration thus made measured about ~ inch in diameter.
The underside bole has on its opposite sides t wo shallo~
grooves. A possible use tor this object could be t he flywheel tor a drill.

•
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RecoTered 8!I well were gkahi shells and a emall piece
or chert and a :tul"ther piece or pumice with the S!JOearance
or being hollowed out and subsequently broken. Pram a lower
leve'!. came a completed and perrect example or hollowed pumice. The object is made rrom a wate~ehaped pumice stone
and has one surf'ace flattened. Into this eurt'ace a rectangular hole h.a s been cut with slightly tapered aides and square
corners. At either end, on a centre line, are two smell holes
bored into the pumice at slight angles outward. Lower, on t h e
c:oa bone level, hal..r a tibia was recovered w1 th one end
charred, as well as obsidian, small bird bone and charcoal.
Conclusion
It 8'9l>eare that the first occapanta round the cne w1 th
1 ta f'loor SOtlle thnte :t'eet lower than today' a level and coar
posed or a dusty yellow material containing pamice lamps.
Ac:roee the entrance to the cave was a natural barrier or roc1<f'ell behind which people firs t lived. Occupation then discoloured the yellow material to a brown surrace, still dusty,
in which pumice arte!'ects, mos bone pieces and splinters,
charcoal, leaves and small bird bones 'Were lost. Thie layer
culminated in the first black floor aurrace on which more moa
bone and artefacts were depoei ted. At this point several
large rocks rel.l from the ceiling. Occu'9at1on continued wt th
the build-up of' a layer containing obsidi an, shell, artefacts
ar.d moa bone, and other materials until there was su:t:t'icient
deposit to compact into a second noor level- At this st age
a considerable rock-fall took place sealing in all the layers
under a jumble of' blocks and yellow dust which entered from
the entrance (Sq.46) for 14 reet, eealing the earliest layers.
A period of layel'-building followed, which began '111 th depos1 i;s
against the rocks. These layers, containing onl7 kelsahi shell,
built up rrom the interior or the cave and outward to the entrance, eloping up to"Ward the rock-fall and spilling over to
fill the spaces behind. At this time the tops or the rocks
had fir~ui ts cut into them. On this floor surrace a series
or hard yellow patches were laid dol'lll ma1cing a clear horizon
bet"Reen this and the three layers overlying 1 t . up to the pre sent cave floor. It was in the se four layers that most or
the rec ent hengi were cut.
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AN INLAND ARCHAIC SITE
By
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Site N 84/1 Tokoroa
Professor K.B. Cumberland or the University of Auckland
first brought to the attention of Mr. J.Golson what appeared
to be an inland "mos-hunter" camp near Tokoroa. Mr. Golson
in turn suggested to Mr. R. Cook, a member of the local Society
then working et Mangakino, that he tnvesti ~ate more fully the
site's potential. In September 1961 with the full cooperation
and pennission or tne property owner, Mr. Cook excavated a
portion of a single oven at the site and recovered from it a
number of moa bones and characteristic obsidiau rlakes and
knives. These bones have tentatively been identirted by Mr.
R. Scarlett as those of a not quite fully mature Euqayterxx
ex111s.
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